PICK AND CHOOSE: THE GIFT-CARD
WAY OF REWARDING PARTNERS

ABOUT THE CLIENT
A strategic subdivision of one of India’s leading business conglomerates, the client specializes in
engineering, bicycles, among others, and is considered the largest cycle manufacture in the country.

BACKGROUND
The client ran a point-based rewards program to recognize, as well as incentivize, its partners.
The program oﬀered a limited range of merchandize as rewards, based on the points accrued
by the partners.
The result was a nightmare at multiple levels: the rewards did not excite the partners, while

The client wanted an integrated rewards program that will allow the company to leverage the
advantages of gift cards, while retain the point-based logic of the incumbent one.

BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS

Incentivize partner
performance through
points-based rewards program.

Improve the nature of rewards: from
take-it-or-leave-it items to
choose-what-you-want gift cards.

Increase partner engagement
for the rewards program.

SOLUTION

The team at Qwikcilver quickly realized the need to establish an intelligent façade, one that
worked with the existing rewarding logic at the one end, while providing the client autonomy
over the rewarding process. The client should be able to pick partners for rewards and
choose gift cards for the rewardee(s).
The team deployed QwikServ x, a self-serve tool that enables companies to create, load and
send physical as well as e-gift cards to their users. The tool fetches gift cards of multiple
brands from the extensive catalogue of Qwikcilver’s gift cards platform and makes them
available for the client.
At the other end, the tool dips into the underlying rewarding framework. This allows the
client to access the performance of all the partners. They can then decide on which partners
to reward and do so accordingly.
The client opted for physical gift cards, which meant that all it had to do was to stock
beforehand co-branded gift brands from Woohoo, Qwikcilver’s gift card marketplace.
the site and redeem their gift cards against a choice of more than 100 brands, across 20
diﬀerent categories.
To improve engagement, the team worked with the client, in-house, to design attractive gift
cards. The program has been designed in such a way that the client can top-up the gift cards,
without assistance from the team.

RESULTS

• The seamless nature of the program has
• The client clocked a

the turn-around

in partner complaints.

• The availability of redeeming options has
attrition rate.

the partner

ABOUT US
Qwikcilver is a pioneer and the single largest
end-to-end technology provider in the prepaid &
gift card space for retailers and corporates.
We serve retailers of all sizes across India, the
Middle East, South East Asia, and more recently,
the Australian & New Zealand markets.
Know more at https://qwikcilver.com/
Follow us on

https://www.facebook.com/qwikcilver/

https://twitter.com/Qwikcilver

https://www.instagram.com/qwikcilver/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/qwikcilver-solutions-private-ltd-bangalore/

We specialize in enabling corporates to improve
channel partner satisfaction, recognize employee
eﬀorts and drive customer loyalty, through our
rewards solution.
If you would like to use our expertise to enhance
your rewards program, drop us an email at
corpsales@woohoo.in.
Or, call us at +91-80-6718-1401.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwjyGJkxMM_cxrIyDSAfEwQ

Let's put in place a rewards program that will
actually reward!
Team Qwikcilver

